ACROSS
1  Soon be free maybe? Hour perhaps, or is that too early? (6,4,4)
9  Pedigree animal he took away, guzzling one drink (7)
10 Garment for good soul turning in (7)
11 Braveheart brings good fortune (4)
12 I presented unsettling order beforehand (10)
13 Trucker comes from Main Street but isn't in (8)
15 Department returning advice about part of the body (6)
18 Put down roots in North Yorkshire town (6)
19 Top civil servant ran admin atrociously! (8)
22 Our ambient re-recording of drum (10)
24 New opening for charge on deposit (4)
26 Marauder heard a bawdy song (7)
27 Drink today, maybe around 5? (7)
28 Master invested recklessly in publicity (14)

DOWN
1  Charge for obstruction to minor work (7)
2  Pam in the classroom? (4,5)
3  Storm over main road entering service (4)
4  Keep an eye on Republican paper (8)
5  Stand for letter by association (6)
6  Decently attired, having pocketed cash? (9)
7  Back in Tanzania, same people are found (5)
8  Eager to be occupying temporary accommodation? (6)
14 Sticky greeting changed at the outset on record (9)
16 Average painter talked about segregation (9)
17 Spooner will pester associates who are tycoons (8)
18 Even that is found in tasteless routine (6)
20 Girl adopted by fans of football trickery (7)
21 Girl joins Royal Academy, going up to the original dry dock (6)
23 Bogged down in Michigan with revolutionary (5)
25 Old man gets to the heart of Holmes' bribe (4)